
 

 

3 June 2011 To All Members in DWP and CMEC 

 

 There is an alternative on pay 
For the first time since records began, forty years ago, statistics showed that public sector pay has risen by 0% - 
nothing at all, because of the pay freeze.  That is the hard reality for DWP staff that causes tough choices.  Over 70% 
of us have been forced to cut back on food spending this year.  Over 22% say they were forced to economise on their 
kids shoes.   

PCS members simply cannot afford to pay for this crisis we did not create.  Pay talks have continued this week in DWP 
and CMEC.  PCS has tried very hard to ensure that what is offered is fair and that every available penny is put into pay 
this year.  To that end we met with the DWP Permanent Secretary, Robert Devereux, this week.  We made these 
points about fairness and maximising the money forcibly to him. He is now reflecting on the views we expressed on 
members’ behalf.  The GEC meets next week to receive and discuss a formal pay offer management intend making to 
us next week.  All members will then be fully consulted on that offer. See PCS.org.uk for further information.  

 

There is an alternative 
to a jobless generation 
Shocking figures released this 
week show that 1 in 4 of Britain’s 
young people who are unemployed 
have been out of work for more 
than a year and that figure is rising 
as the cuts bite.   
 
PCS is arguing that there is a clear 
alternative to unemployment and 
youth unemployment in particular.  
That is to stop cutting jobs and to 
start investing in them instead. 
 

Real jobs now 
Investing in DWP jobs would be a 
fantastic start.  DWP announced 
3,000 work placements this week. 
 
PCS says why not make all of our 
FTA staff permanent and then take 
on 3,000 additional staff instead.  
Stop closing offices and start 
staffing them up.  That would take 
3,000 people off the dole queue at 
a stroke and help get others back 
into work quicker at the same time.  
What a brilliant, real alternative that 
is. 

There is an alternative 
for CCD 
Last week the GEC met and agreed 
the next steps in our Contact Centre 
Directorate (CCD) campaign.  In 
accordance with motion EM5 which 
was carried unanimously at our DWP 
conference a fortnight ago, the GEC 
gave DWP management until this 
week to agree to go to talks as 
offered by ACAS. 
The GEC agreed to call a strike 
across the whole of CCD if 
management did not go into 
meaningful talks.  
 

 

 
 

PCS Meets Permanent Secretary 
When PCS met with the Permanent 
Secretary this week he gave us a 
letter offering talks on the CCD 
dispute. The involvement of ACAS 
will form part of the agenda of those 
talks. 
 
Why do we need ACAS? 
ACAS is a well respected state 
funded independent organisation 
with an excellent record of 
intervening to resolve industrial 
disputes.  They could finally help us 
to resolve this long running dispute. 
 
Talks start Monday 
PCS has agreed to immediate talks.  
We hope management are finally 
ready to listen.  We will try as hard 
as we can to secure the changes 
CCD members need and customers 
deserve during these talks. The GEC 
will meet on Thursday and will check 
how the talks are progressing. A full 
report will be given in the next Friday 
bulletin.  
 
Together we will win 
 
Group Secretary Group President 

Martin John Jane Aitchison 


